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its not a short list of drums to be found within, nor is it a
limited drum library. in fact, this is a comprehensive

collection of latin percussion that is anything but limited.
it is the ideal addition to any production whether its

traditional latin or modern, pop, rock or jazz. ezx latin
percussion has provided a large number of different

drum kits with a wide selection of percussion samples
and loops. all of these drums are at a real easy-to-edit

tempo of 156 beats per minute (midi)-ready and keyed.
and with a selection of kits and instruments, youll find
everything from traditional latin percussion to a wide

variety of other percussion to add to your musical
productions. also, there are a number of kits for every

occasion. first up, there is the latin percussion collection,
which includes a variety of drums, cymbals, timpani,
snare drum, and sticks. next is the latin percussion

collection with snare drums, which also has a number of
kits from traditional to latin percussion. finally, there is
the latin percussion collection with timpani, a collection
that has been built specifically for the timpani, and the

latin percussion collection with drums, which has a
number of traditional to latin percussion kits. they are
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accompanied by an impressive selection of percussion
and other instruments such as a double bass, piano,

marimba, bells, acoustic guitars, and more. all of these
instruments can be played as individual samples or loops

and each keyed with a midi track. in addition, the
package also includes a song with each kit and

percussion sample, making this a complete program that
can be used in your productions.
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i dont have a latin background, but i love latin music.
how do you get to work with this genre? where do you

get the inspiration from? i came from a jazz background,
which i still am (although ive been playing more and

more latin rhythm based music). ive played with a great
bunch of very talented percussionists (like tito puente,
louie ramirez, and pete lockett). i just listen and watch,
and i always try to add something new. most drummers

who play latin drumming will feel the same way i do
about percussion in general. i wanted to be able to add

percussion to any style of music. ezx can go from a
traditional pop track to an 80s hair band, without losing
any of its character. one of the best parts of percussion

is its accessibility. you can take a set of sticks and a
drum machine, and you can make something that can

sound like an orchestra, a rock track or even a dub-step
track. ezx is a solid and versatile tool. im sure it will be

as useful to future latin musicians as it is to anyone else.
for recording, i used a set of sticks and an old drum

machine. the drum machine is the roland td-11, which
still sounds great after all these years. i used the roland
td-8 to record the bass drum and kick. it is the perfect
tool for recording percussion in a live situation, since it

was designed to be used live. for the snares, i used a set
of hats. i used a set of toms on the floor for most of the
low-end. the most important thing that i have learned in

the last twenty years is how to keep my life balanced
and not to get carried away with the good things or the
bad things. i know that a musician has to be on his/her

toes to keep things as current as possible, but there
must be some time and space to relax. i want to thank

the all the artists and musicans that ive worked with over
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the years who have allowed me the pleasure of being
able to express my passion for the music and share it

with others. you guys make it all worth it. thanks for the
inspiration, support and friendship. 5ec8ef588b
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